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INTRO
Who is anyone?
“This is a short story about
four co-workers named Everyone, Someone, Anyone
and No One. There was
some very important work to
do and Everyone was sure
that Someone would take
care of it. Anyone could
have done it, but No One did.
Someone got mad, because
it was Everyone’s job. Everyone thought Anyone
could do it, but No One
knew that Everyone would
not do it. In the end, Everyone accused Someone because No One did what Anyone could have done.”
This short allegory about
“anyone” shows what passing out V&Cs is about. Because bringing the truth to
light is everyone’s business,
it needs a personal step from
every single person. As long
as you don’t say: I am now
going to be an accountable
courier or at least pass out
the V&C, you still belong to
the category of “everyone”
and end up moving “no one”.
Ivo Sasek

The “Juncker principle” loses weight
ga. “We decide something, put it
out there and wait a while to see
if something happens. If there is
no screaming and no opposition,
because most don’t even understand what was decided, we keep
on going – step by step, until
there is no turning back.”
These are the words of JeanClaude Juncker, minister president of Luxembourg and head of
the EU in 1999. When you hear
such words from a leading politician, you have to seriously ask

yourself which goals our politicians are actually following?!
You cannot feel “for the good of
the people” here anymore; it is
rather the opposite. Because if
what they decide is supposed to
create screaming and opposition,
it cannot be decisions for the people, only such that stab them in
the back. But this is the end of
that – we are bringing the truth!

Xavier Naidoo –
a seducer of the people?

is. The German hip hop musician Xavier Naidoo was reported to officials by the youth organization of the left-wing party
“Linksjugend Solid”. The accusation: Call to serious bodily harm
and murder, as well as seduction
of the people. And why? Naidoo,
the good-natured Christian suddenly on the edge? The reason
Source: for the accusation was his hidwww.eu-vertrag-stoppen.de/ den track at the end of his new
zitate/zitate.html
CD “gespaltene Persönlichkeit”
(“split personality”). Admittedly,
“Only the little secrets have to be safeguarded.
the hidden song with the title
The big ones are kept in check
“Wo sind” (“where are”) conby the unbelieving public.”
tains strong, but especially
Traugott Ickeroth
crude and obscene lyrics. And
yet it could not be any more
Alexander Solshenitsyn’s Harvard Address of 1978 beneficial, if incorruptible offiHastiness and superficiality are ask: by what law has it been elect- cials would just investigate exthe psychic disease of the 20th ed and to whom is it responsible? actly those groups that Xavier
century and more than anywhere In the communist East a journal- Naidoo is writing about. Naidoo
else this disease is reflected in ist is frankly appointed as a state describes nothing other than rituthe press. In-depth analysis of a official. But who has granted al child sacrifices in Satanist
problem is anathema to the press. Western journalists their power, covens, when he angrily sings
It stops at sensational formulas.
for how long a time and with against them: “Now I’ll saw
Such as it is, however, the press what prerogatives?” Original text: your arms and legs off, and then
Excerpted from the 1978 Harvard I’ll fuck you in the ... just like
has become the greatest power
address by Alexander Solshenitsyn you do with the little ones ... you
within the Western countries,
murder children! ...” Whoever
more powerful than the legisla- http://www.firstprinciplesjournal.com/
articles.aspx?article=1012&theme=
ture, the executive and the judihome&page=10&loc=b&type=cttf thinks that something like this
“The direction of the Press” S. 4 does not exist is downright misciary. One would then like to
taken. Our officials and sect conA politically motivated trial?
sultants know all about this –
mab. On June 25, 2012 there was those fighting. He also remarked really about a case of justice and but have not done anything
big fight in front of the asylum that the initiative for ridding the not possibly a political maneu- about it yet. The new documenhome in Flaach (Switzerland) be- nation of foreigners, which was ver? Since there are more trials tary “Sexzwang” by Ivo Sasek
tween two groups of foreigners. already voted on by the people in in Zurich against politicians proves this in every detail. It
The editor of the Swiss news- 2010, finally needed to begin. from the SVP party (Swiss was filmed as an appeal to the
paper “Schweizerzeit“ Ulrich What happened then is hard to people‘s party), the question is judicial system and officials so
they finally dig up the worldSchlüer was an eyewitness of the believe and unworthy of a demo- more than relevant.
Sources: wide pedophiliac child abuser
brutal event. On July 19, Schlüer cratic state. There was a trial
BRISANT! Der aktuelle Freitags- network and put an ultimate end
wrote about it in great detail in a started, not against the brutal
kommentar der „Schweizerzeit“ to the sacrificial child murders.
bulletin. He did not leave any- thugs, but against national counv.24.8.2012 www.schweizerzeit.ch/
thing out. especially when char- sellor Ulrich Schlüer for “discms/index.php? page=/News/ Ein_ If the judiciary system and offiacter-typing the brutal conduct of crimination of the races“. Is this Strafverfahren_ Politisch_motiviert-708 cials rate Xavier Naidoo’s cry to
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be a criminal act and investigate The transparent voter
him for homophobia and seduc- opens the door to the White House
tion instead of suing the child
abusers for ritual sacrificial mur- sk. Behind the re-election of than the Republicans – could
Obama lies a highly profession- work with a huge collection of
der, then God have mercy...
Sources: al voting campaign machinery. information. They were able to
DIE WELT, 14.11.2012; Similar to Google, modern elec- use up to 500 most private
Documentary “Sexzwang” tion strategists gather data on details of information per citiwww.klagemauer.tv/?a=showportal& the web site of their party with zen.
keyword=bildung&id=311
„tracking tools“ (little internet That way it was possible to
spies), which tell what the vot- reach each person with the best
Old survey outdated
ers are interested in and what fitting and most convincing
rb. The so-called APA* survey
they inform themselves about. message. Is this not manipuof 2005 is proven invalid. It
This data is linked with informa- lation? It is a fact: Whoever
had resulted in the statement
tion from talks with voluntary knows his voters best, has best
that there are no substantial difelection workers, consumer chances to win the election.
ferences between children from
Source:
studies and publicly accessible
intact families and children
http://www.tagesanzeiger.ch/ausland/
records of voting registers. That
us-wahlen/Der-glaeserne-Waehlerfrom homosexual families. The
way the democratic campaign
oeffnet-die-Tuer-ins-Weisse Haus/
survey has now been revealed
headquarters – even more so
story/11361332
to be scientifically improper
and was superseded by the investigations on a broad basis by The EU – protector or dictator?
Prof. M. Regnerus of the Uniah. In 2011, the German city of struction of the family. If our
versity of Texas. Regnerus reGießen started a campaign for children and youth have their
searched the life situations of
the re-education of sexual ide- last bit of moral blown away, if
3’000 adults having been
als. This propagandistic act mo- even subjective feelings are
brought up in homosexual relativated the youth to: “Have sex punishable, it is definitely time
tionships and compared them
how and with whom you want.“ to uncover this dictatorial rule
to people from intact families.
Various billboards and post- of force.
Just one example of the results:
cards sent to over 140 institu- *decree B6-0025
Sources:
69% of the people brought up
tions in the city not only animatzeltmacher-nachrichten.eu/content/
by lesbian couples now live off
kampagne-gie%C3%9Fen-mach-sexed children and youths to try
of state welfare, 23% were
wie-und-mit-wem-du-willst
homosexuality, but also group
www.eccm.de/vfa/index.php?id=42&
abused as children, others sufsex, supported by the “pro fatx_ttnews[tt_news]=98&tx_ttnews
fer health problems and tend in
milia” agency of Gießen. [n.
[backPid]=30&cHash=64ecb9125f
high percentages to depression,
www.liebewieduwillst.de/seiten/
b.e.: “Pro familia” is comparadrug consumption or crime.
motive.php
ble with the American agency
People from intact families, on
“Planned Parenthood”.] Whoevthe contrary, are on average beter has negative feelings when
ter educated, mentally and physi“An equalization
seeing the billboards and dares
cally healthier, and are fundatalk about this publicly must
mentally satisfied with their lives
of people
count on being punished. The
to a higher degree.
EU has demanded since 2006
*American Psychological Association
that their nations mete out
going beyond
Sources:
homophobia
by
“extremely
Kurier der christlichen
Mitte/CM/August 12-Nr. 8 efficient prosecution”. * This
the equality
http://www.christlichemitte.de/index. means that whoever even has
php?option=com_content&view=
negative feelings towards hoof opportunities
article&id=956:alte-studie-ueberholt&
catid=1:nachrichten&Itemid=2 mosexuality will he placed on
the same level as racists and
is the greatest
anti-Semitics and under certain
“In a harmonious family,
circumstances discriminated
good luck sprouts
injustice.”
against and punished. The
by itself.”
aforementioned campaigns and
Karl Jaspers
Chinese Proverb
decrees aim at the direct de-

Africa and
the AIDS business
af. AIDS is not a real illness, but
a series of symptoms and stands
for very many different illnesses
that have existed earlier. In Africa, the people primarily die of
the consequences of poverty, of
bad drinking water, deficient or
bad nourishment, flawed hygiene and many infections that
have been known for a long
time. When the people die, the
cause of death is simply labeled
“AIDS”. This is why especially
Africa’s AIDS death toll statistics are much too high.
AIDS experts in Tanzania treat
AIDS patients with healthy nutrition and hygiene. Of course this
is not something the establishment wants to hear – which is
why it also remains unpublished
in the mass media. Chemical
“AIDS medication” (AZT for instance) makes a lot more money,
about 15’000 US dollars per patient per year. With a worldwide
total of over 35 million “AIDS
patients”, the pharmaceutical industry earns over 500 trillion
dollars. Enough to sacrifice millions of human lives without a
bad conscience.
Source:
http://www.bilderberger.ch/?
page_id=1641

“It is very easy to treat people
when you do not respect them.”
Fanny Lewald

Closing Point ●
V&C pulls away the curtain
hiding the dark machination
in the background,
and informs about the real
context. V&C helps,
that people understand what
is happening around them,
and wake up. Then the
“Arab Spring” – just
propagating terror and war –
is turned into a true spring
for all peoples. The one who
wakes up and joins in will be
part of this!
The editors (ga.)

The sources were taken from the German edition and may contain German references.
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